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exploring the interplay of love money and threat in romance fraud this element reveals how language is used to persuade manipulate and threaten
without causing alarm it provides the first empirical examination of criminal interactions in action that exposes and tracks the grooming process and
manipulation techniques from first contact with the fraudster to the transition between romance and finance and requests for money and intimate
images before morphing into explicit threats and acts of sextortion through the use of a range of interactional methodologies and real romance fraud
messages a new type of criminality in the form of romance fraud enabled sextortion is revealed the insights contained in this work have clear
implications for future directions of academic exploration and practitioner efforts to protect the public this title is also available as open access on
cambridge core the present collection echoes and contributes to a number of the issues defined by both the traditional and revisionist historiography
the intent of this special issue of the portuguese studies review was to highlight some of the new research on late medieval and early modern
portuguese women subjects typically situated outside of the academic mainstream and to complement the four major collections on the history of
portuguese women published since 1986 as well as the larger literature dealing with spain the essays are organized into six general themes female
characters in late medieval chronicles women and power in the late middle ages habsburg queens and portugal women and the economy attitudes
toward women and women and religion the volume presents essays by amélia p hutchinson josé valente jutta sperling ivana elbl susannah c humble
ferreira félix labrador arroyo annemarie jordan almudena pérez de tudela amélia polónia amândio jorge morais barros darlene abreu ferreira pedor
miguel reboredo marques marcia eliane alves de souza e mello jessiva v roitman inês amorim elisbete de jesus and célia rego and haruko nawata ward
with an introduction by darlene abreu ferreira and ivana elbl the volume also contains an addendum on the portuguese estado novo with studies by
sonny b davis and antonio muñoz sánchez includes entries for maps and atlases new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new
york herald tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its
audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while celebrating new york as both a place and an idea cora miller is fiercely independent and
stubborn to a fault betrayed more than once by men she thought she could trust she s learned to rely only on herself as the oldest of four siblings she
feels responsible for leading her family safely on the oregon trail for a new start nathaniel wilder is no stranger to the hardships and dangers of the
wilderness raised with his brothers by a trapper in the remote mountains he left behind the mistakes he s made in the past he s been called reckless
and irresponsible but won t hesitate to help someone in need a foolhardy mishap puts nathaniel in the direct path of a stubborn yet beautiful woman
with fire in her eyes despite her refusal of help he is determined to prove she can depend on him when her pride puts her and her family in peril cora
accepts that she can t do it on her own if misgivings can turn to trust or even love both cora and nathaniel could come out stronger in the end content
warning this book contains mild language mild violence kissing and physical initmacy with minimal description heat level 2 3 on a scale of 1 5 pg pg13
this monster rock n roll survey focuses on the songs and the vibrant personalities who create them for college audiences and the general public dean
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published the world s first history of rock in 1966 here in his ebullient style he buzzes through piles of musical singles from the whole last half century
describing what is fun about each major and minor hit pointing out what elements were exciting or new or significant in the development of musical
styles he relates some tantalizing tidbits about the earlier musical heritage that artists have drawn upon in crafting ever more amazing evolutions of
rock music this snappy witty and informative album has universal appeal doubling as a coffee table trivia treasure and a college level popular music
history text it includes hundreds of photos chapter questions and an extensive index reader friendly and informationally complete it covers soft rock
heavy metal rhythm blues country rock and classic oldies all with tender loving care for the specialist and casual listener alike its mini portraits of the
artists who move so many hearts and feet the photos and the insightful sound bites get to the essence of each song and each musician s contribution to
the music of our age the single song focus makes the book unique it s a playlist for r n r professors and the general public written with a collegiate
vocabulary tight organization and a respect for all hearing elvis for the first time was like busting out of jail bob dylan that being said no one is being
incited here to bust out of jail or to emulate the quixotic habits of rock stars there s nothing in here to hide from the kids the clergy or grandma gold
rush can be used as a university or community college text but most people will grab it for the sheer pleasure of reading about everyone s favorites
great gift for rock enthusiasts gold rush is the first book of its kind to feature a celebration of the great single songs of the rock era and beyond gold
rush takes thousands of songs spanning three centuries and brings them back uniquely as if they came out just yesterday gold rush unites the anglo
american and later worldwide spirit of rock and roll in a tapestry of interconnected melodies and adventures as leonard maltin s movie guide helps you
select videos at blockbuster so gold rush is a powerful playlist for your music collection with many new and fascinating photos of favorite stars gold rush
explains the most important stories behind the songs you picked to be played the songs that went gold from the 1897 alaska klondike gold rush to the 1
songs of today and beyond a comprehensive guide that defines the literature and the outlines the best selling genre of all time romance fiction more
than 2 000 romances are published annually making it difficult for fans and the librarians who advise them to keep pace with new titles emerging
authors and constant evolution of this dynamic genre fortunately romance expert and librarian kristin ramsdell provides a definitive guide to this fiction
genre that serves as an indispensible resource for those interested in it including fans searching for reading material as well as for library staff scholars
and romance writers themselves this title updates the last edition of romance fiction a guide to the genre published in 1999 while the emphasis is on
newer titles many of the important older classics are retained keeping the focus of the book on the entire genre instead of only those titles published
during the last decade specific changes include new chapters on linked and continuing romances a new section on chick lit in the contemporary
romance chapter an expansion of coverage on the alternative reality subset this is the romance genre guide to have this is a complete revision of the
author s 1993 mcfarland book television specials that not only updates entries contained within that edition but adds numerous programs not previously
covered including beauty pageants parades awards programs broadway and opera adaptations musicals produced especially for television holiday
specials e g christmas and new year s eve the early 1936 1947 experimental specials honors specials in short this is a reference work to 5 336
programs the most complete source for television specials ever published this book is intended to be both an introduction to comics as well as a text for
specific ready to use activities that instructors can immediate use this is the story of the mad men fan phenomenon how the show and its fans
distinguished themselves in a market where it s hard to make an impression not unlike the driven ad execs at the center of the show in this book four
media psychologists who also just happen to be dedicated mad men fans explore how the show s viewers make meaning from fictional drama the
authors also interviewed several contemporary advertising industry professionals getting their inside view of the business in its modern guise and what
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they make of the show s vision of their past the result is cutting edge psychological research that crunches and codes online fan commentary to
understand the ways that people use the show to debate complex social issues from sex and alcohol to gender roles parenting and advertising itself
what do the 1960s mean to us today and how well does the twenty first century measure up against that famously turbulent decade which characters
do fans identify with and which ones do they love to hate how would fans unfurl the mad men storylines if they were in charge what makes a good man
and has it changed over time how should husbands and wives treat each other and how should parents treat their children in answering these questions
the authors explore not just the online commentary but also mad men fans fan fiction cosplay cocktail making and vintage furniture collecting whether
tweeting as one of the main characters or just a lowly mail clerk setting peggy up with the man who ll treat her right or figuring out just which mad man
they are at heart fans integrate the show into their lives and use it to make sense of their own choices in work leisure and love it s 1946 the war is over
but peggy carter has new battles to fight as the men return home the love of her life steve rogers is gone and peggy is pinned with administrative work
at her new job in the covert ss r strategic scientific reserve she finds solace in secret missions from howard stark but the missions are more dangerous
than she knows hayley atwell reprises her role as peggy carter in the show inspired by marvel s feature films captain america the first avenger and
captain america the winter soldier along with the short marvel one shot agent carter in this collectible volume go behind the scenes with production
design photographs and stills from the set plus interviews with the cast and crew follow peggy s journey in marvel s agent carter season one
declassified as she navigates life as a single woman in an america still recovering from war train travel as embodied space time in narrative theory
argues that the train is a loaded trope for reconfiguring narrative theories past their spatial turn atsuko sakaki s method exploits intensive and rigorous
close reading of literary and cinematic narratives on one hand and on the other hand interdisciplinary perspectives that draw out larger connections to
narrative theory the book utilizes not only narratological frameworks but also concepts of space focused humanity oriented social sciences such as
human geography mobility studies tourism studies and qualitative experience based ethnography in their post narrative turn on this interface of
narrative studies and spatial studies this book pays concerted attention to the formation of affordances or relations in which the human subject uses a
space time and things in it in terms of passenger experience of the train carriage and its extension affiliation atsuko sakaki university of toronto toronto
canada as rich and complex as the sopranos or the wire mad men demands a critical look at its narrative and characters as representative of both the
period it depicts and of our memories and assumptions of the period mad men women and children essays on gender and generation edited by heather
marcovitch and nancy batty focuses on women and children two groups that are not only identified together in this period women characters in this
show are often treated as coddled children and the children look to their parents as models of adult behaviors but are also two groups who are
beginning to gain political and social rights in this period the connections between the women of mad men early second wave feminism and
contemporary third wave feminism and post feminism invite discussion in nearly every episode these characters are further contextualized in light of
historical figures and events from the death of marilyn monroe and the assassination of kennedy to the march on washington and the bohemian
counterculture moreover the points of view of the children who are now adult viewers of mad men bridge the 1960s to the social and cultural concerns
of today mad men women and children presents an examination of these characters and issues in light of 1960s feminist writers such as betty friedan
and popular writers such as helen gurley brown of historical events like the civil rights movement and the women s liberation movement and as lenses
through which to view the sensibilities of the early 1960s the fabulous gown the multitiered cake abundant flowers attendants and guests in their finery
the white wedding does more than mark a life passage it marries two of the most sacred tenets of american culture romantic love and excessive
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consumption for anyone who has ever wondered about the meanings behind a white dress a diamond ring rice and traditions such as cake cutting
bouquet tossing and honeymooning this book offers an entertaining and enlightening look at the historical social and psychological strains that come
together to make the lavish wedding the most important cultural ritual in contemporary consumer culture with an emphasis on north american society
cele c otnes and elizabeth h pleck show how the elaborate wedding means far more than a mere triumph for the bridal industry through interviews
media accounts and wide ranging research and analysis they expose the wedding s reflection or reproduction of fundamental aspects of popular
consumer culture its link with romantic love its promise of magical transformation its engendering of memories and its legitimization of consumption as
an expression of perfection as meaningful as any prospective bride might wish the lavish wedding emerges here as a lens that at once reveals
magnifies and reveres some of the dearest wishes and darkest impulses at the heart of our culture index to more than 30 000 plays written from
antiquity to the present and published from 1949 to the present includes mysteries pageants plays in verse puppet performances radio and television
plays and classic drama all play master records contain a link to the results of an internet metasearch of specially selected sites to link to full text
criticism and other useful information this international and multidisciplinary volume focuses on the male body and constructions of gender in a variety
of cultural productions and formats locating the subject matter in relevant theoretical fields it looks at representations of male bodies in various
contexts through paranoid and reparative lenses organized into four major sections the contributions assembled in this book feature engaging readings
of non conforming bodies fashionable bodies passing bodies and pioneering bodies that to different degrees foreground their critical and creative
potentials in its full scope the book acknowledges the plurality of gendered experiences and the diversity of male bodies the male body in
representation returning to matter adds to cultural studies scholarship interested in the body and gender in general and contributes to the fields of
masculinity and body studies in particular starting in 1949 john w bonner jr compiled an annual annotated bibliography of books by georgia writers for
the georgia review published in 1966 this volume contains sixteen years of publications by native born georgian authors and authors who had lived in
the state for at least five years books are listed by author title publisher date and price of the work the annotations are descriptive rather than critical
intended to outline what type of material is contained in the books a complete index by author is included
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日本全国書誌 1996 exploring the interplay of love money and threat in romance fraud this element reveals how language is used to persuade manipulate and
threaten without causing alarm it provides the first empirical examination of criminal interactions in action that exposes and tracks the grooming
process and manipulation techniques from first contact with the fraudster to the transition between romance and finance and requests for money and
intimate images before morphing into explicit threats and acts of sextortion through the use of a range of interactional methodologies and real romance
fraud messages a new type of criminality in the form of romance fraud enabled sextortion is revealed the insights contained in this work have clear
implications for future directions of academic exploration and practitioner efforts to protect the public this title is also available as open access on
cambridge core
The Language of Romance Crimes 2024-04-04 the present collection echoes and contributes to a number of the issues defined by both the
traditional and revisionist historiography the intent of this special issue of the portuguese studies review was to highlight some of the new research on
late medieval and early modern portuguese women subjects typically situated outside of the academic mainstream and to complement the four major
collections on the history of portuguese women published since 1986 as well as the larger literature dealing with spain the essays are organized into six
general themes female characters in late medieval chronicles women and power in the late middle ages habsburg queens and portugal women and the
economy attitudes toward women and women and religion the volume presents essays by amélia p hutchinson josé valente jutta sperling ivana elbl
susannah c humble ferreira félix labrador arroyo annemarie jordan almudena pérez de tudela amélia polónia amândio jorge morais barros darlene abreu
ferreira pedor miguel reboredo marques marcia eliane alves de souza e mello jessiva v roitman inês amorim elisbete de jesus and célia rego and haruko
nawata ward with an introduction by darlene abreu ferreira and ivana elbl the volume also contains an addendum on the portuguese estado novo with
studies by sonny b davis and antonio muñoz sánchez
Women in the Lusophone World in the Middle Ages and the Early Modern Period 2007-11-20 includes entries for maps and atlases
National Union Catalog 1973 new york magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the new york herald tribune and quickly made a place for
itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country with award winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion the magazine s consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself while
celebrating new york as both a place and an idea
Encyclopedia of Television Series, Pilots and Specials 1986 cora miller is fiercely independent and stubborn to a fault betrayed more than once by
men she thought she could trust she s learned to rely only on herself as the oldest of four siblings she feels responsible for leading her family safely on
the oregon trail for a new start nathaniel wilder is no stranger to the hardships and dangers of the wilderness raised with his brothers by a trapper in the
remote mountains he left behind the mistakes he s made in the past he s been called reckless and irresponsible but won t hesitate to help someone in
need a foolhardy mishap puts nathaniel in the direct path of a stubborn yet beautiful woman with fire in her eyes despite her refusal of help he is
determined to prove she can depend on him when her pride puts her and her family in peril cora accepts that she can t do it on her own if misgivings
can turn to trust or even love both cora and nathaniel could come out stronger in the end content warning this book contains mild language mild
violence kissing and physical initmacy with minimal description heat level 2 3 on a scale of 1 5 pg pg13
Science Fiction, Horror & Fantasy Film and Television Credits: Television shows 2001 this monster rock n roll survey focuses on the songs and
the vibrant personalities who create them for college audiences and the general public dean published the world s first history of rock in 1966 here in
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his ebullient style he buzzes through piles of musical singles from the whole last half century describing what is fun about each major and minor hit
pointing out what elements were exciting or new or significant in the development of musical styles he relates some tantalizing tidbits about the earlier
musical heritage that artists have drawn upon in crafting ever more amazing evolutions of rock music this snappy witty and informative album has
universal appeal doubling as a coffee table trivia treasure and a college level popular music history text it includes hundreds of photos chapter
questions and an extensive index reader friendly and informationally complete it covers soft rock heavy metal rhythm blues country rock and classic
oldies all with tender loving care for the specialist and casual listener alike its mini portraits of the artists who move so many hearts and feet the photos
and the insightful sound bites get to the essence of each song and each musician s contribution to the music of our age the single song focus makes the
book unique it s a playlist for r n r professors and the general public written with a collegiate vocabulary tight organization and a respect for all hearing
elvis for the first time was like busting out of jail bob dylan that being said no one is being incited here to bust out of jail or to emulate the quixotic
habits of rock stars there s nothing in here to hide from the kids the clergy or grandma gold rush can be used as a university or community college text
but most people will grab it for the sheer pleasure of reading about everyone s favorites great gift for rock enthusiasts gold rush is the first book of its
kind to feature a celebration of the great single songs of the rock era and beyond gold rush takes thousands of songs spanning three centuries and
brings them back uniquely as if they came out just yesterday gold rush unites the anglo american and later worldwide spirit of rock and roll in a tapestry
of interconnected melodies and adventures as leonard maltin s movie guide helps you select videos at blockbuster so gold rush is a powerful playlist for
your music collection with many new and fascinating photos of favorite stars gold rush explains the most important stories behind the songs you picked
to be played the songs that went gold from the 1897 alaska klondike gold rush to the 1 songs of today and beyond
New York Magazine 1986-11-24 a comprehensive guide that defines the literature and the outlines the best selling genre of all time romance fiction
more than 2 000 romances are published annually making it difficult for fans and the librarians who advise them to keep pace with new titles emerging
authors and constant evolution of this dynamic genre fortunately romance expert and librarian kristin ramsdell provides a definitive guide to this fiction
genre that serves as an indispensible resource for those interested in it including fans searching for reading material as well as for library staff scholars
and romance writers themselves this title updates the last edition of romance fiction a guide to the genre published in 1999 while the emphasis is on
newer titles many of the important older classics are retained keeping the focus of the book on the entire genre instead of only those titles published
during the last decade specific changes include new chapters on linked and continuing romances a new section on chick lit in the contemporary
romance chapter an expansion of coverage on the alternative reality subset this is the romance genre guide to have
Descriptive Lists of American, International, Romantic and British Novels ... 1891 this is a complete revision of the author s 1993 mcfarland book
television specials that not only updates entries contained within that edition but adds numerous programs not previously covered including beauty
pageants parades awards programs broadway and opera adaptations musicals produced especially for television holiday specials e g christmas and new
year s eve the early 1936 1947 experimental specials honors specials in short this is a reference work to 5 336 programs the most complete source for
television specials ever published
The National Union Catalog, Pre-1956 Imprints 1968 this book is intended to be both an introduction to comics as well as a text for specific ready to use
activities that instructors can immediate use
Guide to the Turf 1873 this is the story of the mad men fan phenomenon how the show and its fans distinguished themselves in a market where it s
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hard to make an impression not unlike the driven ad execs at the center of the show in this book four media psychologists who also just happen to be
dedicated mad men fans explore how the show s viewers make meaning from fictional drama the authors also interviewed several contemporary
advertising industry professionals getting their inside view of the business in its modern guise and what they make of the show s vision of their past the
result is cutting edge psychological research that crunches and codes online fan commentary to understand the ways that people use the show to
debate complex social issues from sex and alcohol to gender roles parenting and advertising itself what do the 1960s mean to us today and how well
does the twenty first century measure up against that famously turbulent decade which characters do fans identify with and which ones do they love to
hate how would fans unfurl the mad men storylines if they were in charge what makes a good man and has it changed over time how should husbands
and wives treat each other and how should parents treat their children in answering these questions the authors explore not just the online commentary
but also mad men fans fan fiction cosplay cocktail making and vintage furniture collecting whether tweeting as one of the main characters or just a
lowly mail clerk setting peggy up with the man who ll treat her right or figuring out just which mad man they are at heart fans integrate the show into
their lives and use it to make sense of their own choices in work leisure and love
国立国会図書館蔵書目錄 1992 it s 1946 the war is over but peggy carter has new battles to fight as the men return home the love of her life steve rogers is gone
and peggy is pinned with administrative work at her new job in the covert ss r strategic scientific reserve she finds solace in secret missions from
howard stark but the missions are more dangerous than she knows hayley atwell reprises her role as peggy carter in the show inspired by marvel s
feature films captain america the first avenger and captain america the winter soldier along with the short marvel one shot agent carter in this
collectible volume go behind the scenes with production design photographs and stills from the set plus interviews with the cast and crew follow peggy
s journey in marvel s agent carter season one declassified as she navigates life as a single woman in an america still recovering from war
Cora's Pride 1931 train travel as embodied space time in narrative theory argues that the train is a loaded trope for reconfiguring narrative theories past
their spatial turn atsuko sakaki s method exploits intensive and rigorous close reading of literary and cinematic narratives on one hand and on the other
hand interdisciplinary perspectives that draw out larger connections to narrative theory the book utilizes not only narratological frameworks but also
concepts of space focused humanity oriented social sciences such as human geography mobility studies tourism studies and qualitative experience
based ethnography in their post narrative turn on this interface of narrative studies and spatial studies this book pays concerted attention to the
formation of affordances or relations in which the human subject uses a space time and things in it in terms of passenger experience of the train
carriage and its extension affiliation atsuko sakaki university of toronto toronto canada
Catalog of Copyright Entries 2003 as rich and complex as the sopranos or the wire mad men demands a critical look at its narrative and characters as
representative of both the period it depicts and of our memories and assumptions of the period mad men women and children essays on gender and
generation edited by heather marcovitch and nancy batty focuses on women and children two groups that are not only identified together in this period
women characters in this show are often treated as coddled children and the children look to their parents as models of adult behaviors but are also two
groups who are beginning to gain political and social rights in this period the connections between the women of mad men early second wave feminism
and contemporary third wave feminism and post feminism invite discussion in nearly every episode these characters are further contextualized in light
of historical figures and events from the death of marilyn monroe and the assassination of kennedy to the march on washington and the bohemian
counterculture moreover the points of view of the children who are now adult viewers of mad men bridge the 1960s to the social and cultural concerns
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of today mad men women and children presents an examination of these characters and issues in light of 1960s feminist writers such as betty friedan
and popular writers such as helen gurley brown of historical events like the civil rights movement and the women s liberation movement and as lenses
through which to view the sensibilities of the early 1960s
Rock N Roll Gold Rush 1937 the fabulous gown the multitiered cake abundant flowers attendants and guests in their finery the white wedding does more
than mark a life passage it marries two of the most sacred tenets of american culture romantic love and excessive consumption for anyone who has
ever wondered about the meanings behind a white dress a diamond ring rice and traditions such as cake cutting bouquet tossing and honeymooning
this book offers an entertaining and enlightening look at the historical social and psychological strains that come together to make the lavish wedding
the most important cultural ritual in contemporary consumer culture with an emphasis on north american society cele c otnes and elizabeth h pleck
show how the elaborate wedding means far more than a mere triumph for the bridal industry through interviews media accounts and wide ranging
research and analysis they expose the wedding s reflection or reproduction of fundamental aspects of popular consumer culture its link with romantic
love its promise of magical transformation its engendering of memories and its legitimization of consumption as an expression of perfection as
meaningful as any prospective bride might wish the lavish wedding emerges here as a lens that at once reveals magnifies and reveres some of the
dearest wishes and darkest impulses at the heart of our culture
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Part 1. [C] Group 3. Dramatic Composition and Motion Pictures. New Series 2012-03-02 index to more than 30
000 plays written from antiquity to the present and published from 1949 to the present includes mysteries pageants plays in verse puppet
performances radio and television plays and classic drama all play master records contain a link to the results of an internet metasearch of specially
selected sites to link to full text criticism and other useful information
Romance Fiction 2013-06-06 this international and multidisciplinary volume focuses on the male body and constructions of gender in a variety of
cultural productions and formats locating the subject matter in relevant theoretical fields it looks at representations of male bodies in various contexts
through paranoid and reparative lenses organized into four major sections the contributions assembled in this book feature engaging readings of non
conforming bodies fashionable bodies passing bodies and pioneering bodies that to different degrees foreground their critical and creative potentials in
its full scope the book acknowledges the plurality of gendered experiences and the diversity of male bodies the male body in representation returning to
matter adds to cultural studies scholarship interested in the body and gender in general and contributes to the fields of masculinity and body studies in
particular
Television Specials 2018-01-03 starting in 1949 john w bonner jr compiled an annual annotated bibliography of books by georgia writers for the georgia
review published in 1966 this volume contains sixteen years of publications by native born georgian authors and authors who had lived in the state for
at least five years books are listed by author title publisher date and price of the work the annotations are descriptive rather than critical intended to
outline what type of material is contained in the books a complete index by author is included
Comic Connections 1994
The Complete Directory of Large Print Books & Serials 2015-12-15
Mad Men Unzipped 2018-09-13
Marvel's Agent Carter 1952
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Merchant Vessels of the United States 1969
General Catalogue of Printed Books 2023-12-03
Train Travel as Embodied Space-Time in Narrative Theory 1819
Augustus and Adelina; Or, the Monk of St. Barnardine, a Romance 1917-07
Catalogue of Copyright Entries 2012-07-13
Mad Men, Women, and Children 1989
Press Woman 2003-10-17
Cinderella Dreams 1953
Play Index 2022-03-21
The Male Body in Representation 1971
Catalog of Copyright Entries 1822
The Wizard Priest and the Witch. A Romance 1964
The National Union Catalogs, 1963- 2003
American Book Publishing Record 1980
American Book Publishing Record Cumulative, 1876-1949: Fiction. Juvenile fiction 1821
Eleanor; Or, the Spectre of St. Michael's, a Romantic Tale 2010-03-01
Bibliography of Georgia Authors, 1949-1965 1955
The British National Bibliography 1992
Small Press Record of Books in Print
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